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Abstract: We demonstrate a method for wavefront distribution compensation with a low-cost
small-aperture deformable mirror in the front stage of a complex high-power solid-state laser system.
Meanwhile, an iterative algorithm for improving wavefront quality is indicated. Using this method,
the wavefront compensation was studied in our single-shot high-power laser system that operated
with and without the main amplifiers, respectively. The wavefront was compensated effectively,
showing the near-flopped-shape output with the peak-to-valley value of 0.29 λ and root meam square
(RMS) of 0.06 λ at 1053 nm.
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1. Introduction

High-power laser is of great interest for inertial confinement fusion [1–3], industrial processing [4,5],
optoelectronic countermeasures [6], strong-field physics [7,8], and scientific research [9–12]. As an
important factor related to the beam quality, a uniform wavefront is conducive to maintaining the high
quality spatial distribution in propagation. The wavefront is directly related to the far-field distribution
of the output laser that influences the focused intensity as well as the alignment of the beam path in a
high-power laser system (like spatial filter) [13]. Additionally, in a frequency conversion module, the
frequency conversion efficiency decreases sharply with the increase of the wavefront error [14,15], due
to the angle matching of conversion cannot be achieved perfectly in the full aperture range. Therefore,
it is necessary to control the wavefront in high-power laser systems, which can satisfy the basic
requirements for laser transmission, focusing, and frequency conversion [16,17]. However, the factors
causing wavefront distortion are various such as heat dissipation in gain medium and machining error
of optical elements that are difficult to be suppressed, especially in a complex high-power laser system.
At present, the wavefront compensation technique is an effective approach to improve the output
beam quality.

Some devices have recently been employed for wavefront correction in high-power laser
systems, and include stimulated Brillouin scattering phase conjugation mirrors (SBS-PCMs) [18–22],
a liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (SLM) [23], and a deformable mirror (DM) [24–26]. Using
SBS-PCMs is a passive method for wavefront shaping, and they are used as cavity end mirrors
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that can only compensate the wavefront aberration of the elements in a double-pass structure.
Unlike SBS-PCMs, SLMs and DMs are active devices for wavefront shaping. However, the maximum
wavefront correction provided by an SLM is limited in 2π, which cannot correct the large wavefront
error in complex high-power lasers. Compared with SLMs, commercially available DMs are capable of
wavefront correction with an adjustment range of up to several or even tens of micrometers [27,28].
Therefore, DMs are considered to be promising for correcting the low-frequency and large-area spatial
wavefront distortion in a complex high-power laser system. To date, large-aperture DMs have been
applied to wavefront shaping in many large solid-state laser systems, such as the National Ignition
Facility in the Lawrence Livermore National Lab [29,30], the OMEGA EP Laser Facility at the University
of Rochester [31,32], the LMJ Facility in France [33], and the SG–III Laser Facility in China [34,35].
Photo-controlled DMs are used in the HiLASE system at the Institute of Physics ASCR in Czech
Republic [9,10,36–38]. These large-aperture DMs are placed in the end-stage of the laser systems to
realize the wavefront compensation, which requires high-level machining technology and high cost.
In addition, a higher risk of laser-induced damage may be introduced when a DM is exposed at the
end of the high-power laser system with high fluence.

To address this challenge, we propose low-cost active wavefront shaping by placing a
small-aperture DM at the front end of a high-power laser system. Different from the output-stage
wavefront compensation by directly correcting the final output, our method realizes output wavefront
optimization by pre-compensating the wavefront distortion by inserting an actively adjusting
small-aperture reflecting DM in the front stage of the laser system. Through the feedback of iterative
calculation, a high-quality flattening output wavefront can be effectively obtained. The rest of the
paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces the method of wavefront compensation for the
entire laser system, Section 3 introduces the experimental setup, Section 4 presents the results of
wavefront compensation both with and without the main amplifiers, respectively, and Section 5 draws
the conclusion.

2. The Method of Wavefront Shaping

As shown in Figure 1, the initial wavefront distribution of the input laser beam can be expressed
by ϕin(x, y). The input beam is reflected by the DM and then passes through the laser system and
arrives at the wavefront measurement system at the end. The output wavefront distribution expressed
by ϕout(x, y) can be accurately measured by a Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor. The formula for the
entire process is depicted as follows:

ϕin(x, y) + 2SDM(x, y) + F(x, y) = ϕout(x, y) (1)

where SDM(x,y) is the surface distribution of the DM, and F(x,y) is the wavefront distortion caused
by the laser system. There are several factors affecting the low-frequency wavefront distortion in
the laser system [39], including (1) the low-frequency surface distortion of the reflecting mirror;
(2) wavefront distortion caused by the transmission through optical elements such as polarizer and
window; (3) pumped dynamic thermal distortion and residual heat; (4) the spherical aberration and
eccentric coma; and (5) air turbulence. The latter factor has the least influence on the system because
of the random deformation. Under the wavefront distortion caused by the first four factors, the
relationship can be seen as linear between the input wavefront and the output wavefront through the
laser system. In order to study the closed-loop control of the output wavefront, the input wavefront
distribution and the distortion caused by the laser system are merged into a transmission function
expressed as

H(x, y) = ϕin(x, y) + F(x, y). (2)

Under the initial case, the transmission function H(x,y) can be calculated from the initial output
wavefront ϕ

(0)
out(x, y) and the DM surface S(0)

DM(x, y). The first compensation DM surface distribution
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S(1)
DM(x, y) used for wavefront shaping in the laser system can be calculated from the aimed wavefront

distribution ϕaim(x,y) and the transmission function H(x,y). The formulas are as follows:{
H(x, y) = ϕ

(0)
out(x, y)− 2S(0)

DM(x, y)
S(1)

DM(x, y) = 1
2 [ϕaim(x, y)− H(x, y)]

. (3)

The laser system itself (i.e., the aberrations) is actually linear, but the mirror actuators may not
be. Thus, the output flattening wavefront distribution cannot be achieved after the first wavefront
compensation. Under the circumstances, the iterative method is used for wavefront shaping [40].
The iterative format is as follows:

S(n+1)
DM (x, y) =

1
2
[ϕaim(x, y)− ϕ

(n)
out(x, y)] + S(n)

DM(x, y) (4)

where S(n)
DM(x, y) represents the DM surface distribution at the n-th iteration, and n = 0, the initial DM

surface. ϕ
(n)
out(x, y) represents the n-th output wavefront distribution, and n = 0, the initial wavefront.
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Figure 1. The structure of the wavefront shaping system. It consists of a small-aperture deformable 
mirror (DM), a laser system, and wavefront measurement (i.e., Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor). 

3. Experimental Setup 

The wavefront distortion caused by the whole laser system is considered in the wavefront 
compensation by using the small-aperture DM in the front stage of the high-power laser system  
(see Figure 2). In the laser system, the pulse seeds generated from the all-fiber structure front end 
with 10 nJ/3 ns at the wavelength of 1053 nm [41] passes through the preamplifier providing a high 
gain of 105 times, and its output energy reaches a 200 μJ level after the beam shaper. The beam 
shaper mainly compensates the spatial intensity of the output laser to achieve a high-quality 
nearfield. A four-stage Nd/glass rod amplifier is applied in the laser system with an output energy 
of 100 J and a beam diameter of D = 60 mm at the end [42,43]. In the complex laser system with a low 
operating repetition rate of approximately 2 shots per hour, an electricity-controlled DM is used for 
adaptive wavefront shaping. The electromagnetic DM (Imagine Eyes, Mirao-52e) is arranged as the 
cavity mirror (0° reflection) of the two-pass Φ20 mm Nd/glass amplifier, which relatively easily 
calculates the DM surface to correct the wavefront distortion in the closed loop. The overall aperture 
of the DM is 15 mm, which matches the 13 mm beam aperture in the beam pass of the first main 
amplifier. The fluence is low (<0.01 J/cm2) at the cavity mirror position of the first amplifier. The DM 
we adopted is an active wavefront-shaping device with 52 motors providing a continuously 
deformable surface within a range of ±50 μm. The sensitivity is about 0.02 μm RMS, which is 
acceptable with this device. It can compensate the wavefront distortion caused by the following 
amplification and transmission. The Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor (Thorlabs WFS150-5C)  
is placed at the end to measure the output wavefront distribution. The cavity mirror position  
is the image relay plane. The DM and the Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor are both at the 

Figure 1. The structure of the wavefront shaping system. It consists of a small-aperture deformable
mirror (DM), a laser system, and wavefront measurement (i.e., Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor).

3. Experimental Setup

The wavefront distortion caused by the whole laser system is considered in the wavefront
compensation by using the small-aperture DM in the front stage of the high-power laser system
(see Figure 2). In the laser system, the pulse seeds generated from the all-fiber structure front end
with 10 nJ/3 ns at the wavelength of 1053 nm [41] passes through the preamplifier providing a high
gain of 105 times, and its output energy reaches a 200 µJ level after the beam shaper. The beam
shaper mainly compensates the spatial intensity of the output laser to achieve a high-quality nearfield.
A four-stage Nd/glass rod amplifier is applied in the laser system with an output energy of 100 J and
a beam diameter of D = 60 mm at the end [42,43]. In the complex laser system with a low operating
repetition rate of approximately 2 shots per hour, an electricity-controlled DM is used for adaptive
wavefront shaping. The electromagnetic DM (Imagine Eyes, Mirao-52e) is arranged as the cavity
mirror (0◦ reflection) of the two-pass Φ20 mm Nd/glass amplifier, which relatively easily calculates
the DM surface to correct the wavefront distortion in the closed loop. The overall aperture of the
DM is 15 mm, which matches the 13 mm beam aperture in the beam pass of the first main amplifier.
The fluence is low (<0.01 J/cm2) at the cavity mirror position of the first amplifier. The DM we adopted
is an active wavefront-shaping device with 52 motors providing a continuously deformable surface
within a range of ±50 µm. The sensitivity is about 0.02 µm RMS, which is acceptable with this device.
It can compensate the wavefront distortion caused by the following amplification and transmission.
The Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor (Thorlabs WFS150-5C) is placed at the end to measure the
output wavefront distribution. The cavity mirror position is the image relay plane. The DM and the
Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor are both at the image-conjugate-plane. Indeed, the DM mainly
corrects the wavefront of the image-conjugate plane in the laser system.
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angular radius at 99% of energy in the pinhole planes of the spatial filters are calculated in order to be 
compared with the pinhole dimensions. The laser spot angular radius is less than a 3.5 diffraction limit 
(DL). These pinhole radii are equal to 7.5–30 DL (pinhole size is nearly 2~2.5 mm). Indeed, the laser 
can pass through the pinholes without clipping at the pinholes.  

In this experiment, for the wavefront compensation without the main amplifiers in operation, 
the preamplifier operates at 1 Hz. When the DM works in a closed loop, it needs about 2 min to 
perform a one closed-loop operation to finish the calculation and uploading data. For wavefront 
compensation with the main amplifiers in operation, the interval between system shots is 30 min. Before 
wavefront shaping, the near-field fluence of the output laser has been shaped to be flat-top [44–46].  
The stable near-field output is a necessary condition for good wavefront correction.  
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entire laser system is observed when the DM is not working. At this condition, a plane 0° reflection 
mirror is placed at the DM position as the cavity mirror of the two-pass Φ20 Nd/glass rod amplifier. 
Here, the wavefront refers to the output wavefront measured by the wavefront sensor in the 
diagnostic system when a pulse seed passes through the entire laser system without the main 
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The saddle-shaped wavefront distribution indicates that the astigmatism aberration is very distinct 
in the laser system. The calculated wavefront peak-to-valley (PV) value is 3.34 λ (λ = 1053 nm) and 

Figure 2. Overview of the wavefront shaping system in the laser system. The complex laser system
consists of an all-fiber front end, a preamplifier, a transmission and amplifier, a frequency converter,
and beam control and measurement. The blue two-direction arrow real lines refer to the relay image
plane. P1 to P7: polarizers; FR1 to FR3: Faraday rotators; DM: deformable mirror; HWP: half-wave
plate; CSF: cavity spatial filter in the main amplifier system; TSF: transport spatial filter; Φ20, Φ40, and
Φ70 rod Amp: 20, 40, and 70-mm-diameter Nd/phosphate glass rod amplifiers; the bidirectional blue
arrow: the image relay plane.

We assume that an additional compensation of aberration is obtained by adjusting the position
of a spatial filter lens, so the DM can be used alone. Before wavefront shaping, the beam alignment
is finished and the beam passes through a series of spatial filter pinholes successfully. A laser spot
angular radius at 99% of energy in the pinhole planes of the spatial filters are calculated in order to be
compared with the pinhole dimensions. The laser spot angular radius is less than a 3.5 diffraction limit
(DL). These pinhole radii are equal to 7.5–30 DL (pinhole size is nearly 2~2.5 mm). Indeed, the laser
can pass through the pinholes without clipping at the pinholes.

In this experiment, for the wavefront compensation without the main amplifiers in operation, the
preamplifier operates at 1 Hz. When the DM works in a closed loop, it needs about 2 min to perform a
one closed-loop operation to finish the calculation and uploading data. For wavefront compensation
with the main amplifiers in operation, the interval between system shots is 30 min. Before wavefront
shaping, the near-field fluence of the output laser has been shaped to be flat-top [44–46]. The stable
near-field output is a necessary condition for good wavefront correction.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1. Wavefront Compensation without the Main Amplifiers in Operation

Before wavefront shaping, the DM surface is set so that the beam can pass through the pinhole
of spatial filter. Firstly, without the operation of the main amplifiers, the wavefront distortion of
the entire laser system is observed when the DM is not working. At this condition, a plane 0◦

reflection mirror is placed at the DM position as the cavity mirror of the two-pass Φ20 Nd/glass
rod amplifier. Here, the wavefront refers to the output wavefront measured by the wavefront sensor
in the diagnostic system when a pulse seed passes through the entire laser system without the
main amplifiers working. Figure 3a shows the output wavefront distribution without the DM work.
The saddle-shaped wavefront distribution indicates that the astigmatism aberration is very distinct
in the laser system. The calculated wavefront peak-to-valley (PV) value is 3.34 λ (λ = 1053 nm) and
the RMS value (i.e., root mean square) is 0.65 λ. Obviously, it is necessary to do wavefront shaping to
compensate the wavefront distortion without the main amplifiers in operation in the laser system.
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amplifiers in operation. (a) The output wavefront without DM; (b) the final output. 
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amplifier, the output wavefront without the main amplifiers in operation can be shaped actively.  
An off-line well-corrected DM surface is set to observe the initial output wavefront distribution with 
a PV value of 2.29 λ and an RMS value of 0.51 λ. It is also the saddle-shaped distribution in the 
whole beam. According to the wavefront shaping method introduced in Section 2, the output 
wavefront distribution tends to flatten after the first compensation. After several iterations of 
compensation, the wavefront distribution gradually tends to flatten more; the final output 
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algorithm is effective in realizing the wavefront shaping without the main amplifiers in operation in 
the laser system. Figure 4 indicates that both the PV and RMS values of the output wavefront 
decrease obviously in the entire shaping process. During the first three shots, the output wavefront 
changes greatly and then changes relatively slowly against the laser shot number as well as the 
increasing iteration times. 
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After wavefront compensation without the main amplifiers in operation, the PV value of the 
output wavefront is less than 0.5 λ, and the beam passes through the laser system successfully. The 
wavefront distortions without the main amplifiers in operation here mainly result from the original 
beam distortion of the pulse seed and the imperfections in a series of optical components in the laser 
system. These distortions have been compensated by the DM. Because the anisotropic thermal 
dissipation in the amplification media caused by the main amplifiers involves a deterioration of the 
wavefront profile as the laser system operates at a high energy level, a further wavefront shaping 
with the main amplifiers in operation is needed based on this work. 

Figure 3. The output wavefront during the process of wavefront compensation without the main
amplifiers in operation. (a) The output wavefront without DM; (b) the final output.

After the DM is installed in the beamline instead of the cavity mirror of the two-pass Φ20 rod
amplifier, the output wavefront without the main amplifiers in operation can be shaped actively.
An off-line well-corrected DM surface is set to observe the initial output wavefront distribution with a
PV value of 2.29 λ and an RMS value of 0.51 λ. It is also the saddle-shaped distribution in the whole
beam. According to the wavefront shaping method introduced in Section 2, the output wavefront
distribution tends to flatten after the first compensation. After several iterations of compensation, the
wavefront distribution gradually tends to flatten more; the final output wavefront PV value is 0.36 λ,
and the RMS value is 0.06 λ (see Figure 3b). The wavefront shaping algorithm is effective in realizing
the wavefront shaping without the main amplifiers in operation in the laser system. Figure 4 indicates
that both the PV and RMS values of the output wavefront decrease obviously in the entire shaping
process. During the first three shots, the output wavefront changes greatly and then changes relatively
slowly against the laser shot number as well as the increasing iteration times.
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Figure 4. The wavefront variety during the process of wavefront compensation without the main
amplifiers in operation.

After wavefront compensation without the main amplifiers in operation, the PV value of the
output wavefront is less than 0.5 λ, and the beam passes through the laser system successfully.
The wavefront distortions without the main amplifiers in operation here mainly result from the
original beam distortion of the pulse seed and the imperfections in a series of optical components
in the laser system. These distortions have been compensated by the DM. Because the anisotropic
thermal dissipation in the amplification media caused by the main amplifiers involves a deterioration
of the wavefront profile as the laser system operates at a high energy level, a further wavefront shaping
with the main amplifiers in operation is needed based on this work.
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4.2. Wavefront Compensation with the Main Amplifiers in Operation

Depending on the perfect DM surface achieved in the wavefront compensation experiment
without the main amplifiers in operation, the output wavefront with the main amplifiers in operation
is measured when the laser system operates at a 40 J level with a 3 ns pulse duration, as an example.
Figure 5a shows that the initial output wavefront distribution with a PV value of 0.86 λ and an RMS
value of 0.14 λ. This wavefront is not as good as the one without the main amplifiers in operation,
because of the wavefront distortion of the pumped dynamic thermal distortion and residual heat in the
laser system. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate the distortion by the wavefront shaping method
introduced in Section 2. In terms of this experiment, the laser system operates at a single-shot low
repetition rate of approximately 2 shots per hour. As the iterative times increase in the following several
shots, the output wavefront tends to flatten. In the wavefront shaping process, the best wavefront
distribution of the final output laser is shown in Figure 5b with a PV value of 0.29 λ and an RMS value
of 0.06 λ, respectively.
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The flattening wavefront distribution is achieved after the wavefront shaping by using the
front-stage small-aperture DM in the high-power laser system. Figure 6 shows the output wavefront
PV and RMS value change in the shaping process. Based on several iterations compensation, the output
wavefront is corrected to flatten with a PV value of less than 0.4 λ and an RMS value of about 0.06 λ,
respectively. As a whole, with the increase in the iterative time, the PV and RMS values gradually
decrease. When the PV value is small enough (less than 0.5 λ), with the increase in iterative time, the
output wavefront PV and RMS values have a slight fluctuation, which is caused by the randomness of
the dynamic wavefront distortion and operation stability of the high-power laser system.
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From the results of the wavefront-shaping experiment, the output wavefront can be achieved as
the flattening distribution by the wavefront compensation without the main amplifiers in operation,
but the output wavefront with the main amplifiers in operation is not necessarily good because of the
wavefront distortion caused by the main amplifiers. By wavefront shaping with the main amplifiers in
operation, the output wavefront meets the expectation with a PV value of less than 0.4 λ. The 1053 nm
flattening wavefront laser can be injected into the frequency conversion module of the high-power
laser system for the third harmonic generation.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we report here a wavefront beam shaping technique for a high-power laser system
by utilizing the measured wavefront with a Shack–Hartmann wavefront sensor at the output of the
system as feedback to control the small-aperture DM at the front stage. A closed-loop algorithm is
proposed in controlling the motors inside the DM to correct the wavefront distortion. Finally, the output
wavefront is successfully shaped to be flat by using this approach, with the output PV value improved
from 3.34 λ to 0.29 λ and the RMS value improved from 0.65 λ to 0.06 λ at 1053 nm. This method
shows great potential for wavefront shaping in a complex high-power laser system with low cost and
high efficiency.
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